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Abstract: Here we investigate the underlying basis linking the software reliability growth models to the software debugging and testing

process. It’s important for respective reasons. Firstly, if the parameters have an interpretation, then they constitute a metric unit for the
software test process and the software under test. Secondly, it may be possible for estimating the parameters even before testing begins.
These analytical values can serve as a check for the values ciphered at the beginning of testing, when the test-data is overlooked by short
term noise. They can also serve as the initial estimates when iterative computations are used. A Software Reliability Growth Model is one
of the fundamental techniques used to evaluate software reliability quantitatively. It is required to have a good performance in terms of
goodness-of-fit, certainty and so forth. A number of analytical models have been projected during the past three decades for assessing
the reliability of the software system. In this paper, we will summarize some of the existing Software Reliability Growth Models
(SRGMs), provide a critical analysis of the inherent assumptions, and assess the applicability of these models during the software
development cycle.

Keywords: Software Reliability Growth Models (SGRMs), times between failures, software reliability, fault, S-Shaped and concave
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1. Introduction

2. Software Reliability Growth Model (SRGM)

Software reliability is a critical component of computer
system availability, so it is important that customers
experience a small number of software failures in their
working environments. Software Reliability Growth Model
can be utilized as an indication for failures that may be
encountered after the software has been installed at client’s
side and thus as an indication of whether the software is
ready to be delivered [5][7]. This method is used for system
test data to predict the number of defects remaining in the
software. It has been applied to portions of several releases
over the past few years. This research has provided some
insights into these models related to its stability, predictive
ability and their utility [2]. Stability means that the model
parameters should not significantly change as new data is
added & Predictive ability refer to the number of defects
remaining is predicted by the model should be close to the
number found in field use. [1]

Software reliability can be defined as the probability of
failure-free software operation for a specified period of time
in a specified environment [13]. In highly complex modern,
reliability of the software systems is the most important
factor, since it quantifies software failures during the process
of software development and software quality control.
Software reliability can also be defined for software as the
probability of execution without failures for some specified
interval of natural units or time. A failure is a departure of
system behavior in execution from user requirements and it
is the result of a fault. A fault is a defect that causes or can
potentially cause the failure when executed. The models
applicable to the assessment of software reliability are called
SRGMs. [11] [15]

Software reliability is one of the key issues in modern
software product development. Many efforts have been
devoted to the study of measuring software reliability
quantitatively in the area of software engineering. There are
several existing software reliability models, especially
applicable to the software testing phase in the software
development process, which are of great use to estimate and
predict software reliability. During the software testing
phase, a software system is tested to detect software errors
remaining in the system and correct them. If it is assumed
that the correction of errors does not introduce any new
errors, the probability that no failure occurs for a fixed time
interval, i.e., the reliability, increases with the progress of
software testing. A software reliability model describing
such an error detection phenomenon is called a software
reliability growth model (SRGM).
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Reliability is usually defined as the probability that a system
will operate without failure for a specified time period under
specified operating conditions. It is concerned with the time
between failures or its failure rate. Defect detection is
commonly a failure during a test, but tested software may
also detect a flaw even though the test continues to operate
in the given circumstances [6]. Defects can also be observed
during design or code reviews, but we do not consider those
sorts of activities in this report. Time in a test environment is
a synonym for amount of testing, which can be measured in
several ways. Defect detection data dwells of a time for each
defect or group of defects and can be plotted as shown in
Figure 1. We can derive defect detection rates from this data.
[3]
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3. Software Reliability
R
G
Growth Model Typess
models have been
b
grouped into
Sofftware reliabillity growth m
two
o classes of models
m
Concavve and S-shaped [4]. These two
mo
odels are show
wn in Figure 2. The mostt important thhing
abo
out both modeels is that theyy have the saame behavior, i.e.,
the defect catchiing rate decreeases as the number
n
of deffects
notticed (and reppair) increasess and the totall count of deffects
obsserved asympptotically appproaches a finite
f
value. The
theory for their asymptotic
a
behhavior is that:
Figuree 1 : Example of Defect Dettection Data
A cumulative plot
p of numbeer of defects vs
v amount of testing
t
suuch as Figuree 1 should shoow that the deefect discoverry rate
deecreases as thhe amount off testing increases. The theeory is
thhat each defecct is fixed as it is noticed. This decreases the
nuumber of defeects in the codde, so the lenggth of time between
deefects breakthhroughs shoulld increase [77]. When the defect
diiscovery rate reaches an accceptably low value, the sofftware
iss deemed suiitable to deplloy. Howeverr, it is difficcult to
innterpolate from
m defect discovery rate in a test environnment
too failure rate during system
m operation, primarily
p
becaause it
iss hard to generralize from test time to systtem operationn time.
Innstead, we loook at the expected
e
quanntity of remaaining
deefects in our given code. These residuaary defects prrovide
ann upper lim
mit on the nuumber of unnique failures our
cuustomers coulld encounter inn field use. [88]
wth models are a stattistical
Software reliability grow
o defect deetection data by mathem
matical
innterpolation of
fuunctions. The programmer’s functions arre used to anticipate
fuuture failure rates
r
or the nuumber of resiidual defects in the
coode. Current software
s
reliabbility literaturre is inconclussive as
too which dataa representation, software reliability growth
g
m
model
and coorrelation staatistics technnique works most
beeneficial. Thee advice in thhe literature seeems to be too try a
nuumber of the different technniques and seee which workks best
inn your environnment. [14] [1]

1) A finite amount of code sshould have a finite numbeer of
m introduce new
defects. Repaair and new fuunctionality may
defects, whicch may increaase the origin
nal finite counnt of
defects. Som
me models expplicitly accoun
nt for new deefect
introduction during test w
while others assume they are
f of the softw
ware
negligible or handled by thhe statistical fit
reliability groowth model too the data. [13]
2) It is assumedd that the defecct detection raate is proportional
to the numbeer of defects iin the code. Each
E
time a deefect
is repaired; there
t
are lesseer total defectts in the codee, so
the defect detection
d
rate decreases ass the number of
defects deteccted (and repaired) increasses. The conccave
model strictlyy follows this pattern. In the S-shaped model
m
[4], it assumees that the earrly testing is not
n as efficiennt as
later testing, so it has a ram
mp-up period during whichh the
c
be a good
g
defect detecttion rate incrreases. This could
assumption iff the first testss are simply reepeating tests that
developers have
h
already run or if earrly tests uncoover
defects in other
o
productss that preven
nts from findding
defects in the
t
product being tested
d. Let’s takee an
example, an application teest may uncov
ver as defects that
c
befoore the application can be run.
need to be corrected
Application test
t
hours aree compiled, but
b defect datta is
minimum because as defeects don't cou
unt as part off the
application teest data. Afterr the defects are corrected,, the
remainder off the applicatioon test data (aafter the inflecction
point in the S-shaped cuurve) looks like
l
the conccave
model. [13]
moto model iis a concavee model and the
Thee Goel-Okum
parrameter "a" would
w
be plootted as the total number of
deffects in Figuure 2. The Goel-Okumotto model haas 2
parrameters; otheer models cann have 3 or more parameeters.
Forr most modelss, µ(t) = aF(t)), where a is the
t expected total
t
num
mber of defeects in the coode and F(t) is a cumulaative
disttribution funcction.

Figu
ure 2 : Concavve & S-Shapedd Models
There are many
T
m
differennt representattions of sofftware
reeliability moodels. In thiis paper wee use the model
m
reepresentation shown in Figuure 2. This reepresentation shows
s
thhe expected nuumber of defeects at time t and
a is denotedd µ(t),
w
where
t can bee calendar tim
me, execution time, or numbber of
teests executed. An examplee equation forr µ(t) is the Goel
G
–
O
Okumoto
modeel:
µ(t) = a(l-e -bt),, where
a = expected tootal number off defects in thee code,
r
at whicch the failuree rate
b = shape faactor = the rate
deecreases, i.e.,, the rate at which we addvance towardds the
tootal number off defects. [2] [7]
[
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Note that F(0)=00, so no defectts are discoverred before thee test
=1, so µ(∞)= a and a is the total numbeer of
starrts, and F(∞)=
deffects discovereed after an inffinite amount of testing. [2]

4. Existing SR
RGMs
A. Times between Failures M
Models
m
the pprocess under study is the time
t
In this class of models,
ken between thhe failures. A
An almost com
mmon approacch is
tak
to presume
p
that the time betw
ween, say, thee (t-1)st and thhe tth
faillures, observves a distribbution whosee [8] parameeters
dep
pends on the number
n
of deffects remainin
ng in the proggram
durring this intervval. Estimatess of the param
meters are obtaained
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from the observed values of times between failures and
estimates for the reliability of the software, mean time to
next failure, etc are then obtained from the suited model.
Another approach is to treat the failure times as realizations
of a stochastic process and use an appropriate time-series
model to describe the underlying failure process. [6]
B. Failure Count Models
The interest of this class of models is in the number of faults
or failures in specified time intervals rather than in times
between failures. The failure counts are presumed to follow
a known stochastic process with a time [11] dependent
discrete or continuous failure rate. Parameters of the failures
can be estimated from the observed values of failure counts
or from failure times [3]. Approximates of software
reliability, mean time to next failure, etc can again be
obtained from the relevant equations.
C. Fault Seeding Models
The basic approach in this class of models is to "seed" a
known number of faults in a program which is assumed to
have an unknown number of indigenous faults. The program
is tested and the observed numbers of seeded and indigenous
faults are calculated [15]. From these, an estimate of the
fault content of the program prior to seeding is obtained and
used to assess software reliability and other relevant
measures [6].
D. Input Domain Based Models
The basic approach taken here is to generate a set of test
cases from an input distribution which is assumed to be
representative of the operational usage of the program [3].
Because of the difficulty in finding this distribution, the
input domain of a function is partitioned into a set of
equivalence classes, each of which is commonly associated
with a program path. An estimate for the reliability of the
program is obtained from the failures observed during
physical or symbolic execution of the test cases sampled
from the input domain [1].

5. Model Assumption
Table 1 list various assumptions underlying the models
defined above. Not all of the assumptions listed here are
relevant to any given model but, as a totality, they provide
an insight into the kind of limitations imposed by them on
the use of the software reliability models. It should be
pointed out that the arguments presented here are not likely
to be universally applicable because the software
development process is very environment dependent. What
holds true in one environment may not be true in another.
Because of this, even assumptions that seem reasonable,
e.g., during the testing of one function or system, may not
hold true in subsequent testing of the same function or
system. The ultimate decision about the appropriateness of
the underlying assumptions and the applicability of the
models will have to be made by the user of a model. What is
presented here should be helpful in determining whether the
assumptions associated with a given model are
representative of the user's development environment and in
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deciding which model is to be used by the programmer
during the development phase of a software product.
Table 1: List of Key Assumptions of SRGMs
Times
Between
Failure
Models

Fault Count
Models
Fault Seeding
Models
Input Domain
Based Models

Independent times are there in between failures.
Equal probability of exposure to each fault.
Embedded faults are independent from others.
Faults are removed after each of their occurrence.
New faults are included during correction, i.e
perfect fault removal method.
 Testing intervals are independent from others.
 Testing during intervals is fairly homogeneous.
 Number of faults observed during non-overlapping
intervals is independent from others.
 Seeded faults are arbitrarily distributed in the
program.
 Indigenous and seeded faults have an equal
probability of being noticed.
 Input profile distribution is known.
 Random testing is used.
 Input domain can be zoned into equivalent classes.






6. Conclusions
The concept of learning has been incorporated in the fault
detection rate to show the effect of learning of the testing
team as the testing grows. The models have been measured,
validated, and compared with other existing NHPP models
by applying it on two datasets. The results show that the
proposed models provides improved goodness of fit for
software failure occurrence / fault removal data due to their
applicability and flexibility. The concept of change point can
be incorporated in the proposed model. In this paper we
have taken constant probability of perfect debugging as well
as constant error generation however these may vary with
time. It provides us new research directions to find more
realistic SRGM.
In particular, we have discussed the quantitative measures
for software reliability assessment and the maximumlikelihood estimation for data analysis based on SRGM’s
described NHPP models. The data sets for software
reliability analysis, which are observed during the testing
phase have been classified into two-types: error-detection
count data sets and failure-occurrence time data sets. The
SRGMs discussed in this paper are useful primarily in
accessing and monitoring software reliability. Such SRGMs
should provide software engineers and managers with
guidance related to many decision-making problems for
successful software development projects. For this purpose,
more useful and applicable SRGMs that incorporate
information about a software and the development process
will be needed.
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